
Building Energy Improvement Board 
Thursday, February 11th, 2021 

 2:00-4:00pm  
  
Meeting Notes 
 

1. Roll call 
a. Attendance: Donny Wheeler, Cheryl Lovell, Linda Little, Craig Aubuchon, Teresa 

Lutz, Mary Ann Lazarus, Jesse Arevalo, Christopher Bedell. Michelle Simmons 
i. ABSENT: NONE 
ii. Non-BEIB attendees: Frank Oswald, Claire Santoro, Rajiv Ravulapati, 

Cliff Majersik, Katie Bergfeld, Andrew Held, Barbara Birkicht 
iii. Quorum is reached 

2. Approve meeting notes & minutes – Feb. 4th, 2021 
a. Chair Lovell asked for a motion to approve the meeting minutes 
b. Member Arevalo put forth a motion, Member Lazarus seconded. Motion is 

unanimously approved. 
3. Intro to DC BEPS: Katie Bergfeld & Andrew Held - Department of Energy & Environment 

a. Katie Bergfeld is the Chief for the Building Performance & Enforcement Branch 
b. Andrew Held is an Energy Specialist for the Building Performance & Enforcement 

Branch 
c. DC will talk about their performance standards and address the board’s 

questions submitted in advance 
i. SEE MORE DETAILED NOTES IN “DC STANDARDS & PROCESS” 

SECTION BELOW 
4. Open discussion with D.C. 
5. Discuss holding a virtual event for collecting stakeholder comments on draft standards 

a. Board would like to set up this virtual event. 
b. Building Division will set up a virtual event in mid-March 

6. Miscellaneous items 
a. Guiding principles & guiding questions 

i. Chair Lovell re-read the guiding principles & guiding questions to the 
group 

ii. Claire provided an overview on additional data work she is currently doing 
as requested by Members Aubuchon & Lutz 

1. Claire stated it should straightforward to include similar 
methodology that DC used to consolidate property types 

2. Rajiv and Claire will draft consolidated property types and review 
them ahead of the board’s next meeting on Feb. 18th. 

7. Establish follow-up actions 
8. Adjournment – February 11th  

a. Chair Lovell called for a motion to adjourn 
b. Member Little put forth a motion. Member Lutz seconded. Unanimously approved 

by board members. 
 
DC Standards & Process 

● Did you factor onsite renewable generation into your target setting? 
○ As context for, we do not want to establish a mechanism by which buildings can 

choose to invest in renewable generation to “offset” poor energy efficiency. In 



other words, St. Louis does not, at this time, want to “credit” buildings’ site EUI 
for onsite generation. 

○ RESPONSE: 
■ Standards by law are based on the ENERGY STAR score, which is a 

source EUI metric 
■ Locked into considering onsite renewable in terms of setting their 

standards 
■ Built into DC standards accounts is some account for onsite renewable.  

● How did you decide on 10 buildings as the cut off for using national median data for 
certain property types’ performance targets? 

○ RESPONSE: 
■ Part of it was throwing a dart at the board and deciding on a number 
■ 95% of their property types have more than 10 buildings in the District; as 

they looked at their data more, the line became more clear 
● Can you explain how you consolidated various property types into 1 super-set?  

○ For example, all the property types you consolidated under “Public Assembly” or 
“Offices.” 

○ RESPONSE: 
■ Many sub-property types using same model 
■ For properties that couldn’t get an ES score, they used national median 

reference data which is the CBECS property type 
■ No public comment on the consolidation of property types or on the actual 

standards themselves  
■ They looked at primary property type as determined by EPA. Looked at 

the reported benchmarking data to find the primary. 
● Model type group is used to determine the ENERGY STAR score. 

The model type groups uses ENERGY STAR’s national reference 
data. 

■ Andrew and his team used the DC Building Energy Performance task 
force (created by the DC’s BEPS policy) to advise him as he was 
determining the property types used for BEPS 

● Question came up if he should they breakdown the property types 
further versus aggregate 

● How do you consider "beneficial" electrification in the EUI standards? 
○ For example, St. Louis just recently passed an EV readiness ordinance. This is 

aimed at helping increase EV chargers and deployment of EVs. This is a key part 
of the strategy to reducing GHG emissions as part of the climate action plan. 

○ How would this (additional) energy use be factored in to the Portfolio Manager 
scores and ability to meet an EUI target? 

○ RESPONSE: 
■ They are excluding EV loads as recommended by ENERGY STAR 
■  

 

Special Building Types 

● What kind of recommendations would you provide to St. Louis on helping affordable 
housing and houses of worship comply with a BEPS policy? 

○ Here in St. Louis, these 2 building types have a 6-year compliance cycle versus 
the standard 4-year compliance cycle for most buildings. 

○ RESPONSE: 



■ Generally consensus, AF housing/multi-family want to do this and agree 
with the goal of BEPS but they want the financial and technical resources 
in order to comply 

■ They are in the midst of still identifying where the gaps lie for helping AF 
housing owners (financing, accessing to technical assistance, finding 
contractors, etc) 

■ DOEE is allowed to provide a delayed compliance path; 3 years is what is 
written in their law; special criteria is written into their law 

■ DC hired a FTE to assist with AF housing sector compliance; one reason 
this FTE has been hired is because of the complexity of AF housing’s 
refinancing cycles. 

● The resource creation is still in the works, but the goal is NOT to 
provide a blanket exemption even through there is a variety of AF 
housing (naturally-occurring, market rate, section 8, etc.) 

■ What are the flexibilities do we want to build in for our ACPs and locally, 
how can the forthcoming HUB provide that technical assistance to 
buildings in here in St. Louis? 

■ DC foresees a lot of low-hanging fruit available for houses of worship/AF 
housing to use; this is is something they will factor into future ACPs 

● What factors did you take into consideration while developing custom standards for the 
college/university property type? 

○ RESPONSE: 
■ There is a somewhat of a carve out written in the DC BEPS to come up 

with custom standards for hospital and higher education campuses 
■ Created a subcommittee to work with to provide input as well as local 

consortium of universities and colleges 
■ At first, these property types did not like how DC approached setting early 

standards; therefore, DC created a sub-committee of their task force to 
work on this 

■ College campuses felt ENERGY STAR’s space type for 
college/universities was not representative of their buildings 

● Andrew created a Excel-based spreadsheet to assign different 
property type assignments for buildings like labs, dining halls, etc. 

● Local stakeholders told them what property type assignments they 
would like to see for BEPS standards 

● The process took about 1.5 years to work with 
colleges/universities  

■ Medical vs non-medical buildings 
● Used national median reference data from ENERGY STAR 
● Hospitals are eligible for an ENERGY STAR score, so it made 

things a bit easier for them. Their local hospitals averaged a 66 
score, so they were already above the national ENERGY STAR 
score median 

 

Data Verification & Alternative Compliance 

● Can you walk us through how your data verification process will be conducted during a 
compliance cycle? 

○ RESPONSE: 



■ Rules on data verification will be done every 3 years, but not finalized yet. 
BEPS compliance cycles will be 5 years long, but standards will be set 
every 6 years 

● Strategically aligned verification at the beginning of a cycle, mid-
cycle check-in and then at the end of a cycle 

■ 3rd party will conduct the verification; can’t be an employee of the owner 
or a consultant doing the benchmarking on behalf of a building owner 

● Using the same criteria of what is needed for ENERGY STAR 
certifications plus additionally, CEMs & BEAPs (Building Energy 
Assessment Professional) for verification 

● Their law has built in flexibility to add additional credentials for 
data verification 

● Had a hard time getting raw, rough cost estimations for what is 
cost for a PE or RA to conduct verification 

● The owner submits this information to DOEE (it was verified, the 
credentials of the person, and the date it was verified) 

○ Required to do this every 3 years 
■ Member Bedell asked why they required such scrutiny for the data 

verification 
● DC went this route because they wanted to institute a liability on 

the building owner and on the building professional hired to do the 
verification; 

● Additionally, to ensure owners are not falsifying their information 
● Can you walk us through how a building proceeds through your alternative compliance 

pathway? What considerations have you heard from your local stakeholders in how a 
city should work with building owners on this kind of pathway? Do you anticipate DOEE 
being burdened with ACPs? How will you handle this kind of workload? 

○ RESPONSE: 
■ ACPs is not something they are trying to encourage to building owners; 

still in the works 
■ They plan on being pretty strict 
■ They will have several ACPs options that are still being created 

 

General 

● What have been the largest areas of pushback you have heard from your local buildings 
community? 

○ RESPONSE: 
■ In the current climate, the COVID-19 recession has dramatically changed 

building operations and occupancy; owners losing large sources of 
income 

■ Built in an additional year of compliance for owners 
■ New ventilations requirements due to COVID will cause increased energy 

use 
■ Colleges/universities asking for a lot of flexibility 

● Finally, what additional recommendations/advice would you make to St. Louis as we 
proceed with our standard setting process and communicating with our local buildings 
community? 

○ LESSONS LEARNED: 
■ Having industry experts to bounce things off; enabled building more trust 



■ Standardizing how they talk about BEPS through the use of their Climate 
Advisor 

■ Additional time if possible  
■ Online BEPS portal 

● This will have a public facing feature to disclose certain 
information related to benchmarking & BEPS 

 
 


